
Glassbox Unveils its Augmented Journey Map
Capability Allowing Global Enterprises to
Visualize the Unknown

Augmented Journey Map - by Glassbox

Glassbox spearheads innovation within
Augmented Analytics to help global
Enterprises make Customer Experiences
intuitive and safe at a fraction of the
effort.

NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, January 30,
2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Glassbox,
the leading Enterprise Digital Customer
Experience Orchestration solution,
today unveiled its highly anticipated
Augmented Journey MapTM and
triggered a new era of Augmented
Analytics for Customer Experience. 

Glassbox helps all business teams to
recover hidden revenues while making
digital customer experiences intuitive
and safe, by feeding-off AI-driven, real-
time, multi-dimensional and automatic
insights from online Customer
Journeys. 

Positioning itself as a true game-
changer, Glassbox’s Augmented
Journey MapTM provides online
marketers, product owners, IT experts
and digital analysts a complete and multi-dimensional vision of all Customer journeys through
their complex website and mobile apps—automatically and instantly.

“Our solution is the only Journey Map, which is fully autonomous, requires no tagging or updates
when your website and mobile app change. Thanks to our server-side patent, we are the only
platform showing customers both aspects of customer experience, the client-side and the
server-side and we are the only solution to provide enterprises with a single customer view,
which consolidates all web and mobile journeys”, explains Yaron Gueta, CTO at Glassbox. 

He continues “Augmented Journey MapTM is the first of our important releases for 2020 and
addresses the need to evolve from complex dashboards to intuitive and visual insights that any
business leader can use to drive decisions". 

Yaron Morgenstern, CEO at Glassbox adds “We are delivering on what global enterprises have
been asking customer analytics providers for the past five years. It’s an important achievement
to be the only platform to deliver it to market, and – based on what we see from clients who are
in the process of deploying the feature – it will help our Customers to generate greater-than-ever

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://glassboxdigital.com/solutions/augmented-journey-map/


ROI from the use of Glassbox”.

About Glassbox:
Glassbox empowers organizations to manage and optimize the entire digital lifecycle of their
web and mobile customers. Leveraging unparalleled big data, behavioural analytics, session
replay, free-text search, application monitoring, and machine learning capabilities, Glassbox
enables enterprises to see not only what online and mobile customers are doing but also why
they are doing it. Most importantly, Glassbox informs and facilitates action based on those
insights that can lead to enhanced customer experience, improved conversion ratios, higher
sales, agile IT troubleshooting, and also improved regulatory compliance and faster customer
disputes resolution. Glassbox's solutions are used by medium to very large enterprises globally
across a wide range of verticals.
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